Stay Safe
While Playing Outside!
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Read the safety tips to find the missing words:

Across:
3. Do not to seek shelter under a tree or open ______ shelter during thunderstorms.
4. ______ and electricity never mix!
7. Never ______ an electrical appliance if you are wet; always dry off completely.
8. Do not fly _____ or model planes near overhead power lines or electrical substations.
9. Look up and ______ you. Always be aware of the location of power lines.
11. Stay away from electrical ______ on the ground and overhead. Never climb a utility pole or tower.
12. Pad mounted transformers (those green metal boxes) carry high ______ and are safe when locked, but they can be deadly if someone reaches inside.
14. Never climb trees near power lines. They could be _________ of electricity if branches touch the wires.

Down:
1. Don’t _____ on or around pad-mounted electrical equipment.
2. Storm fronts can move rapidly, and _________ is a potential danger 10 miles in advance of a storm.
5. Keep _________ like radios away from pools and hot tubs, and watch for overhead power lines when boating or fishing.
6. Stay away from the _____ connected to your house.
7. The rule of thumb from the National Weather Service is, “When _______ roars, go indoors.”
10. Never enter an electrical ______ for any reason. If a ball or other toy enters the fence, call your utility for help.
13. If a kite gets _____ in a tree that’s near power lines, don’t climb up to get it. Contact your electric utility for assistance.
15. If electric wires in your neighborhood have sagged for some reason or a tree limb has pushed the line out of place, keep your neighborhood safe by alerting your electric _______.

Answer: